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Available today at no additional cost compared with our 
industry leading Precisionrap film.

Shouldn’t your company be using 
PRECISIONRAP DK?

Contact your local PRECISIONRAP Distributor 
or WP Innova at Info@wpinnova.com

Now imagine all those characteristics in a stretch film
designed to DECAY and bioassimilate back to nature, with 
no harmful environmental impact, toxins or micro-plastics.

THINK OF A HAND STRETCH FILM THAT...
 •  has the best CONTAINMENT of any
   hand film in the market
 •  uses the least amount of stretch film
       to PROPERLY unitize a pallet
 •  is manufactured as a CORELESS product
 •   •  ensure CONSISTENCY no matter who is wrapping
 •  is already the most SUSTAINABLE hand wrapping
      system on the planet

DK costs the same as our regular Precisionrap product, so 
doing the RIGHT THING doesn’t have to negatively impact 
your overall packaging costs.

DK should always be part of a circular economy and recycled 
BUT if those facilities are not available OR the capacity does not 
exist, DK ensures that it will not become an environmental issue

DK can also be included in the recycling stream with no 
negative impact

In the ocean or buried in a landfill, approximately 2 years

If there is an abundance of UV rays, micro-organisms and heat, 
the process could take as little as 6 months

This incredible transformation will take place anywhere and 
cannot be stopped

Aer extrusion, DK has a stable shelf life of two years, then the
chemical reaction begins, causing the film to break down and
attract micro-organisms that “devour” the carbon, the colony
thrives and grows exponentially until the food source is gone

DK has a special additive package, Eclipse®, that causes ALL
polyolefins to bio-assimilate (in general terms, 100%
biodegradation and returning back to its original elements)

HOW PRECISION DK WORKS


